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)

ORDER

The matter is before the Commission upon a motion filed by Big Rivers Electric

Corporation ("Big Rivers" ) to strike portions of the Direct Testimony of Frank Ackerman

and two of his exhibits that were filed on behalf of Ben Taylor and Sierra Club

(collectively "Sierra Club" ). The Ackerman testimony discusses and includes as exhibits

the testimonies of two other individuals, Rachel S. Wilson and William Steinhurst, that

were filed on behalf of Sierra Club in Case No. 2012-00063,'ig Rivers'ost recent

environmental compliance plan case, including all of the exhibits that were attached to

their respective testimonies. Dr. Ackerman is the only witness on behalf of the Sierra

Club in this case. Big Rivers contends that Sierra Club's attempt to incorporate

testimonies and exhibits of witnesses that are not being presented in this case, but were

presented in a prior, unrelated case, is a violation of the company's due-process rights.

Big Rivers argues that it would have no opportunity to cross-examine the relevant

witnesses should Sierra Club be allowed to incorporate the testimonies at issue into the

instant proceeding. Big Rivers further argues that it could not have been able to cross-

1 Case No. 2012-00063, Application of Big Rivers for Approval of Its 2012 Environmental
Compliance Plan, for Approval of Its Amended Environmental Cost Recovery Surcharge Tariff for
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity, and for Authority to Establish a Regulatory Account
(Ky. PSC Oct. 1, 2012).





Ackerman testimony in this proceeding does not violate Big Rivers'ights to due-

process. Big Rivers and all parties will be afforded a full opportunity at the hearing in

this matter to cross-examine Dr. Ackerman on his testimony and exhibits, including his

opinions formed upon his reliance on the Wilson and Steinhurst testimonies.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Big Rivers'otion to strike is denied without

prejudice.
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